
Hold The Line
Fonterra’s September payout announcement lifted spirits with a 75 cent
increase in the forecast for this season to $4.60 per kgMS. The result for
last season is unchanged at $4.40 per kgMS and $0.25 paid dividend.

The real confidence booster is the 60 cent lift in the advance payments
through to June 2016. Cashflow pressure has eased.

But let’s be sure of one thing, the payout improvement is not enough to
get out of a deficit this financial year.

For the Milklines Lower North Island Budget where production was
revised down 10% in August to 145,000, income will improve $87,000
reducing the forecasted deficit from - $222,000 to - $135,000, if the 60
cents gets to the bottom line.

Our first response advice is “No Change in Spending”.

A budget update is needed. Making provision for what has happened
through calving and inclusion of the real strategy for this season.

Four positives should be evident in the budget:

1. The increased milk income from the increased advance.
2. Extra stock income from those earlier culled cows.
3. The capital injection from the Fonterra Loan.
4. Lower funding costs due to lower overdraft and lower interest

rates.

But there are four points on the negative side:

1. It’s been a colder spring with lower than average growth.
2. Milk production is probably down a bit more than expectation.
3. More supplement has been used earlier – it may need to be

replaced.
4. Tactical changes are to this seasons plan.

If the negatives offset the positives then this might be as good as it gets.
For some there is the opportunity to “bank” the extra income and reduce
the bottom line deficit so that the cashflow is “less bad”!
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RESILIENCE – SOUNDS GOOD, HOW DO YOU MEASURE IT?

In November the Grasslands conference is being held in Masterton – see advert later in this issue for
more information. Chris Lewis and Clarence Stolte have been asked to present a paper on dairy farming
in a variable (Wairarapa) environment.

The Stolte family farm in Masterton and are challenged with extremely shallow soils, partially irrigated
and unreliable water.

The farm business needs to navigate big variations in pasture growth rate. Add to this variations in the
milk payout and you have significant exposure to large shifts in economic performance.

Clarence and his wife Elise, with supporting family have designed a farm system that not only navigates
this variability but achieves top 10% results. How do they do it? To get the full story come along to the
Grasslands conference.

Part of the story …. Chris and Clarence took a slightly different look at a classic business indices that
proportions costs to income. Usually described as a percentage, i.e. typically a business spends 60%-
65% of income on operational costs.

Chris and Clarence spun this index around to create an insight into the Stoltes’ business. When we
looked at the result we realised this would be a helpful tool for describing resilience.

The catalyst for this was a throwaway line from Clarence; “I am happy for the farm to perform at 80%
of its potential, if it means I spend 40% of normal to achieve it”.

The percentages are just a turn of phrase. It is the philosophy within this statement that is important.

To demonstrate let’s look at two farms. We will call one Joe’s and the other one Fred’s. Joe’s is high
performance – top production, a fine tuned operation. Fred’s farm runs very well, but its lower
production with a lower cost to run.

Most critically, these farms deliver the same margin in a good payout environment.

Joe’s Fred’s

Gross Income @ $7/kg MS $10,000 / Ha $7,000 / Ha

Operating Cost $7,000 $4,000

Margin $3,000 $3,000

Ratio of Income over Cost 10000 / 7000 = 1.43 7000 / 4000 = 1.75

So at a good payout Joe’s farm has the production and the gross revenue, but both farms produce the
same margin. If the payout drops – who is the most resilient to the change in price per kg of milksolid?
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Let’s view a 30% drop in revenue.

Joe’s Fred’s

Gross Income @ $4.90 /kg MS $7,000 / Ha $4,900 / Ha

Operating Cost (Unchanged) $7,000 $4,000

Margin $0 $900

Ratio of Income over Cost 7000 / 7000 = 1.0 4900 / 4000 = 1.23

So what’s happened?

 Joe’s farm has a breakeven result, before debt servicing etc.
 Fred’s farm still has an operating surplus.
 To generate a positive operating result Joe’s would be obliged to act sooner on a falling

commodity market.

From this study Chris and Clarence are able to suggest that the farm with a higher ratio of income over
cost is more resilient to income or commodity price drops.

Further to this, you don’t have to be the highest producer, if you can keep operating costs in line with
productivity.

If you google the definition of resilience you get: ‘the ability to become strong, healthy, or successful
again after something bad happens’.

Note this definition highlights the ability to recover.

In our example Joe’s business may have to change shape more radically to cope with the payout slump.
Fred’s business doesn’t feel the same degree of pressure. By normal probabilities Fred’s business will
be better able to return to a healthy or successful position, it is more resilient.

Going back to the indices, our recommendation is for dairy farmers to look at their ratio of income to
expenditure. A healthy business will have an index of at least 1.6. The higher your index the better
your business will cope with an economic or climatic event. It is more resilient.

PKE - What’s the story?
Notice from Fonterra that PKE should not be fed at more than 3 kg DM/head/day appears to be based
purely on buyer perception. Which does demand attention especially if we promote our milk on the
back of sustainable, pasture based systems.

However as Bryan McKay of Dairy Production Systems commented in his response to this notice –
“where is the science behind this?”
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Perhaps the directive is deliberately vague. It doesn’t make clear if the 3 kg is dry matter or wet weight.
It also doesn’t state if this an instantaneous point of feeding (in one 24 hour period) or an average for
a period… one season?

The number of farms feeding 900 kg DM as PKE in a lactation would be a very small minority. If all
these farms did reduce their feeding to 3 or less kg DM/cow/day as an average for the season – what
impact would this have on the NZ dairy industry, PKE total usage and output? Very little we suspect.

If Fonterra’s directive was about feeding PKE for tactical periods at over 3 kg DM/cow/day. Is this an
issue? In times of extreme climatic events, PKE is often the cost effective feed of choice – it’s usually
readily available and has less transition feeding issues. So if this directive is intent on changing peak
feeding levels of PKE then it might mean cows are underfed.

If PKE is being derived from an unsustainable management practise, and we don’t want alignment with
such activities – lets (Fonterra) be clear and state the point. If this is hurting our markets, and revenue,
or has potential to do so in the near future then a clearer plan for the future of PKE is needed.

Otherwise this vague directive will have no substantive or effective change on management practises
– and our market places will not be fooled by smoke screens.

If the New Zealand dairy industry thinks the feeding of PKE requires more thought – put a science based
full width enquiry in place. Then give recommendations founded on fact with clear managerial
guidance.

Health & Safety Reform Bill Passed: What Now?
The Health & Safety Reform Bill has been passed and will come into effect on April 4, 2016.
Over the next few months, this new Act of Parliament will be clarified as Regulations are
developed.

Leading into the passing of this Bill, a number of changes were made which are important to
farm businesses.  Peter Taylor: Manager of Baker & Associates Safety Systems summarises
these key changes below.

Low Risk Classification?

It is unfortunate that farming has been classified as a ‘low risk’ industry, when this is certainly not the
case. The advantage of the classification however is that smaller businesses (under 20 employees), now
avoid the requirement to have fully trained H&S Representatives and Committees. In saying this, I
suggest that someone still needs to take charge of H&S in any business and it doesn’t need to be the
boss. Regardless of the size of business, everyone will be expected to engage with workers about H&S.

Definition of PCBU and Responsibilities

The Person Conducting a Business or Undertaking (PCBU) is the business. The business holds the
‘Primary duty of care, led by the manager/owner, or their representative. Where there are multiple
PCBUs in a workplace, there is a duty to consult, cooperate and coordinate’ activities.

In farming, these situations do arise and it is important to communicate and decide on the best H&S
solutions for that site/job.
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An example would be: the shearing contractor and you (or a staff member), and in some cases there
may be a wool classer engaged. Wherever there are two or more: businesses, sole traders or even
volunteer workers, this duty exists.

Where any PCBU has the ability to influence or control the workplace, they have a duty to do so. Being
comfortable that the entities you engage with have good H&S practices is the key, and in addition to an
induction chat, a formal business to business agreement is recommended.

Definition of Officers

Directors, Partners, Board members, Chief Executives and others who hold positions of influence with
decision making authority, are called Officers. These individuals are charged with ‘due diligence’ to
ensure that the business (PCBU) is meeting its obligations around H&S. It is their duty to reinforce the
active engagement of H&S and that it is everyone’s responsibility.

The Bill is clear that Officers must only do what is within their ability to influence and control.
Governance must require and enable business to implement good H&S practices and continually check
to ensure that systems are effective.

Voluntary Organisations

You may be a part of a volunteer organisation. If that organisation has no employees, it is not a PCBU
and the Health & Safety at Work Act will not apply. If there are one or more employees the ‘duty of
care’ requirements are the same as any business.

If your farm or any other business uses ‘Volunteer Workers’ you must treat them as any other worker.
‘Volunteer Workers’ are people who do regular work, on an ongoing basis and are important to the
operation of the business. All other volunteers are considered casual and can be treated as ‘others’,
such as visitors or customers, under the Health & Safety at Work Act.

My recommendation is that we should treat all volunteers as we would any worker: i.e. limit them to
jobs that they are experienced at, or provide training and supervision where necessary. Always provide
information of any big risks that they may encounter in the workplace and the controls to mitigate
them.

Farm House not a Work Place

The farm house is no longer considered ‘workplace’ and I believe that workers who live in a farm house
will be given the same ‘family home’ status. But the provision of a house is often included as a part of
the package with farm jobs. Although not clear at this stage, there will be some requirements around
the provision of a safe dwelling.

Most of your property will only be considered a ‘workplace’ if there are work activities going on. The
only parts of the property that will always be considered a ‘workplace’ are buildings like the dairy,
woolshed or other structures and their immediate surroundings. In reality, I can’t see that much has
changed here. Visitors will still need to be given information about any ‘out of the ordinary’ hazards.

Quad Bikes

Although the carrying of passengers (and wearing helmets) is the most contentious issue for farmers,
the legislation does not include detail on this issue. But it will be detailed in the Regulations, which are
to be developed over the next few months.
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At a recent meeting in Masterton, Minister Woodhouse invited farmers to come up with a definition of
safe practice on quad bikes and a workable solution to enhancing safety. I think most people realise
that the safest option for conveying inexperienced staff/visitors, is to carry them as a passenger.

However, at this point in time, this practice is contrary to the WorkSafe NZs guidelines. A practical
compromise is being frustrated by Worksafe’s insistence on using manufacturers’ guidelines as their
standards. I do believe that there is a solution to this, based on ‘good risk management’, but I expect
a number of compulsory conditions.

I believe something like this to be a solution for the ‘passengers on quads’ issue.

No passengers to be carried on quads at any time except under the following circumstances:

 It is considered to be the most effective risk management solution: for transporting people for
the purpose of essential work or a managed event

 No more than a single passenger is to be carried at any time
 Passenger and rider to wear helmets at all times
 Speed limit of 20 km per hour is not to be exceeded
 A planned route must be on flat/gentle hill or well-formed tracks
 Passenger to dismount and walk in any potentially high risk areas
 With documentation from the primary PCBU, and other organisations or individuals involved,

stating that the carriage of a passenger is a part of the best risk management for the situation.

The skill of the rider is critical. Training is important and we all know that experience is vital. This is
part of the solution, but it is challenging because how can it be measured? I do like the concept of a
Passport/Licence programme recognising Capability with a track of experience and qualifications.

Baker & Associates offer Health & Safety services. Our Safety Systems team pride themselves at being
in close touch with the needs of farm businesses and believe that their practical approach helps produce
effective systems that become a part of the business culture.

Please feel welcome (encouraged) to contact us for a chat!
B&A Safety Systems: 0508 247 233 or email peter@bakerag.co.nz

PROACTIVE MATING – Saving the right dollar …

The key elements of a successful mating are; the calving pattern of the herd, heifer management, body
condition and nutrition, heat detection practices, non-cycler management, genetics & AB practices, bull
management and cow health.

There is no one silver bullet to guarantee a successful breeding program.

Planning for a successful mating starts in the autumn prior to the following mating. For this upcoming
mating, planning should have started five to six months ago!

The main factors that should have been planned early are ensuring heifer liveweight targets are being
met, body condition score of the herd at calving, nutrition of the herd after calving (feed budgeting &
planning) and cow health.

So it’s now early October what can still be implemented to influence the mating result?
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Is it worth treating non-cyclers in the current downturn? Is once a day milking an option? Are there
practices or options that don’t require a large capital outlay?

Here are a few suggestions and tips to make the most of the upcoming mating season.

Pre Mating

Identify cows that are genuine culls (note we are talking about the bottom 5% or less) not suitable
next season. These cows shouldn’t be given any treatment for non-cycling or be put up for AB. Make
sure staff are aware of these cows and that they are suitably marked or recorded. If we assume 5% of
cows in a 500 cow herd are not required next season and can be identified, by not mating these or
treating non-cyclers in this group the approximate savings are $900.

Heat detection is an area that doesn’t require stacks of cash. The pre mating period is the time to train
up staff in the area of heat detection. Have good systems in place to identify cows on heat. If your staff
are inexperienced the use of Kamars or scratchies is worth the investment.

Look at the heat detection KPI results in last season’s Fertility Focus Report, the target is for 95% of
early calved mature cows inseminated in the first 3 weeks of mating. If the heat detection KPI is below
95%, or your heat detection team has changed from last season get this area sorted this season.

Rising plane of nutrition – feed the milkers to their requirements, at this stage of the lactation most
cows are at their peak intake levels.

At this point it is worth noting that the milk protein % is a good indicator of dietary energy.

So if you want a guide on whether diet energy is likely to impact on reproductive performance – go into
your dairy company milk supply reports (Farm Source) and compare the milk protein % for this year and
compare to last season. If this year’s milk protein % is lower, then you are more likely to have diet
energy related problems with herd fertility.
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Cow health post calving can significantly impact empty rate. The graph below is from a presentation
by Scott MacDougall which shows the resulting empty rate for cows that have had health issues and
are left untreated.

This data indicates the importance of firstly minimising the occurrence of these animal health issues
and secondly if they occur, proactively treating them.

The recommended practice from most vets is to metricheck the whole herd at three different intervals
while another option is to metricheck all cows ‘at risk’ to endometritis, i.e. cows that have had calving
intervention, twins, milk fever, RFM’s, had a dead calf/aborted and discharge after calving and to then
treat cows with a Metricure product.

Vets indicate that when checking the whole herd they often find dirty cows that weren’t recorded as
being at risk. If left untreated one third of these affected cows will end up being empty and if they get
in calf will most likely be late calvers.

At $1 / cow to metricheck, $25 / cow to treat and 80% of treated cows cured it makes sense for most
to metricheck the whole herd. If the herd is checked early enough so that the cow is clean when mating
starts there will also be more AB calves next season.

With the harsh spring experienced in many regions and less inclination to purchase supplementary feed
there is an expectation that there will be more dirty cows this mating than normal.

Metricheck all cows to be mated and do it early.

Non-Cycling Treatment - It’s a well-known fact that if a cow has a heat prior to mating there is a much
greater chance of getting in calf in the first six weeks of mating. Identify non-cyclers by either having a
tail paint system or recording heats on a daily basis. By doing this you will know how ready your herd
is to have a good mating result and the potential number of cows that may need to be treated for non-
cycling.

Top operators achieve a pre mating cycling rate of 85% pre mating. If your pre mating cycling rate is
less than 65% you have a ‘non-cycling problem’, source Dairy NZ In Calf.
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There are four main options for treatment of non-cyclers:

1. Treat non-cycling cows with CIDR’s early.
2. Treat non-cyclers with CIDR’s after the first three weeks of mating.
3. Put non-cyclers in a separate herd and put these cows on OAD milking.
4. Do nothing, carry on mating and deal with the consequences later on.

The impact of achieving a poor six week in calf result will be felt next season. CIDR treatment is all
about days in milk next season. CIDR’s wont impact the final empty rate much (1%) but six week in calf
rate can be increased by up to 15%, late treatment on the other hand can improve the six week in calf
rate by less than 5% source Dairy NZ In Calf.

Early Treatment vs. Late Treatment

Should we wait till the end of the first round of mating to treat non-cyclers this year?

Early Treatment

As an example, let’s assume a herd of 500 cows with 70% of the herd cycled prior to calving. Assuming
these cows are all calved early enough (more than 40 days prior to mating) and they are CIDR’d early,
improving the six week in calf rate by 10%.

Cost of CIDRs150 cows x $40 / cow = $6,000

Benefits are (using the In Calf Gap Calculator)

 Closing the 6 week in calf rate by 10% = $18,000 at a $5.00 milk payout
 Gross Margin of $12,000

Late Treatment

In this example the farmer waited for another three weeks before CIDR treatment. Of the original 150
non-cyclers 60% cycled in the first three weeks of mating. So 60 cows needed treatment and this
improved the six week in calf rate by 3%.

Cost of CIDRs60 cows X $40 / cow = $2,400

Benefits are (using the In Calf Gap Calculator)

 Closing the 6 week in calf rate by 3% = $5,450 at a $5.00 milk payout
 Gross Margin of $3,050

The key message here is if you are going to use CIDRs only use them on cows that are worth treating
and undergo the treatment prior to the start of mating for best results.

OAD milking as an option for non-cyclers

As follows is the report of trial work where OAD was used for the treatment of non-cycling cows. This
gives a clear statement that OAD is not an advisable treatment. You might consider OAD
management for a proactive approach to low condition scored cows in early lactation – which is
outside the boundaries of this trial.

A study by Rhodes et al in 1998 compared the treatment of non-cyclers (417 head) with a sub-group
(106 head) on OAD milking for 28 days in early mating and milking twice a day. When compared to
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the control group of non-cyclers on twice a day milking the results showed a 4% increase in 3 week in
calf rate by putting the non-cyclers on OAD and a milk production loss of 7.5 kg MS / cow.

Applying this to the above example with 150 non-cycling cows.

 Cost – loss of milk production (this year at $3.85 / kg MS)

1,125 kg MS x $4.60 / kg MS = $5,175

 Benefit next year – 4% increase in 3 week in calf rate next year @ $5 / kg MS

6 more cows in calf at week three x 21 days milk x 1.8 kg MS / cow = $ 1,134

 Gross Loss from this action of -$4,041

Using OAD milking as a short term tool in early lactation to treat non-cyclers is costly and doesn’t
sufficiently achieve the required result. The potential benefits from OAD milking are when it is part
of a whole farm system approach, or for other reasons such as infrastructure / scale / labour savings /
lifestyle.

WHAT IS THE MOST COST EFFECTIVE AB PERIOD?

Clients are asking this question and the answer is different for everybody. The following analysis
compares the scenarios of an AB period for 4, 6, and 9 weeks followed by bull matings and an 11 week
AB period with no bull matings.

The analysis uses the following assumptions:

 A 90 % submission rate in each 3 week period

 A 55% conception rate

 A $600 cost for each bull, i.e. lease cost or buy / sell decrease in value

 Beef semen is used after 4 weeks AB

 There is no difference in the mating result between AB and bulls

The analysis shows the option with the least cost is the no bull option, a $2,000 saving for the 500 cow
herd. Changing the length of AB period showed little difference in total cost when AB and bull matings
are used.

Comparison of AB period vs Bulls 4 wks AB Cost 6 wks AB Cost 9 wks AB Cost 11 weeks AB Cost
Cows in the herd 500 500 500 500
Cows inseminated week 1 - 3 (90% @$20/straw) 450 9,000$ 450 9,000$ 450 9,000$ 450 9,000$
No of Cows in calf by wk 3 (55% conc rate) 247 247 247 247
Cows Inseminated week 4 ($18/straw) 75 1,353$ 75 1,350$ 75 1,350$ 75 1,350$
Cows Inseminated week 5-6 ($13/ beef straw) 150 1,950$ 150 1,950$ 150 1,950$
Cows in Calf After Week 6 371 371 371 371
Cows Inseminated week 7 - 9 116 1,512$ 116 1,512$
Cows Inseminated week 10 & 11 70 910$
Cows Required to be Bull Serviced 212 129 77 0
No of Bulls Required @ 1bull:20 cows 11 7 4 0
Bull Cost (assume $600 loss / bull) 600$ 6,350$ 600$ 4,200$ 600$ 2,307$ 0 0
Total Insems 525 675 791 861
BREEDING COST 16,703$ 16,500$ 16,119$ 14,722$
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When making the decision other factors to consider are:

 Will the staff handle an extended period of AB? If you have less staff than normal in an effort to
reduce expenditure using bulls will be preferable.

 This study is based on sustained best practise management. People often go off the boil after 5
– 6 weeks of AB heat identification and can start missing on heat cows. The cost of a missed heat
is $100+ / missed heat at a $5 milk price.

 What facilities are available to handle the number of bulls required?

 Which option will produce the best mating result? There is evidence that the presence of bulls
does influence some cows to come on heat, see 2006 SIDE Conference Sustain-a-Bull Mating
Management, Riley Case Study.

 If you have access to a cheap source of bulls, i.e. a beef unit the shorter AB period will be the
better option.

 The cash outlay for bulls at approx. $1800 - $2200 per bull. What have you allowed for in your
budget? In the example above for a 4 week AB period requires $22,000 + GST cash outlay. There
are some options available such as leasing and or deferred terms from some bull providers, make
sure you adjust the budgets accordingly.

The sensible approach to working out how long your AB period should be if you are going to use bulls
is:

1. Work out how many AB heifer calves you need for future herd requirements

2. Assess your labour force capability and capacity

3. Decide how long to use AB based on 1 & 2

Make sure you have sufficient bull power and the ability to fund the required amount.
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ADVERTS
GRASSLAND CONFERENCE

Programme: Masterton 2nd to 5th November 2015

2nd November: Field trip to Castlepoint Station

3rd November: Conference opening at Copthorne Solway Park

Morning session presentation of papers

Afternoon field trip to South Wairarapa dairy unit and a sheep and beef
finishing property

Evening function at Borthwicks Winery in conjunction with One NationEvents

4th November This day is set up to attract farmers.

Morning session is a series of interactive workshops. Discussion
topics include dryland grasses and legumes, increasing sheep production by
efficient spring grazing, plantain production and dairy parameters.

Afternoon session is a field trip east of Masterton to two properties with the
focus being on their different perspectives to farm management and systems
having had careers outside of farming and management systems and use of new
pasture species to lift production levels. There will also be discussion on
maximising production from triplet bearing ewes.

The conference dinner will be at Copthorne in the evening.

5th November Morning session presentation of papers concluding at 1 pm.

Conference details and registration is available on the Grassland website: www.grassland.org.nz

There are different options for registration. A one day registration for farmers is available for
Wednesday 4th November. Registration for this day will need to be via email to Barbie Barton
RogBar@xtra.co.nz

Local sponsorship has enabled us to offer a discounted registration fee of $75.00 for this day.

The Castlepoint day is only available to those who register for the full conference.

The conference is an opportunity for farmers to integrate with New Zealand's agriculture scientists as
well as visit some outstanding Wairarapa properties run by farmers who are utilising up to date
technology and knowledge to drive their businesses.

Heifer Grazing Available

Masterton operation is looking for 80 to 100 yearling dairy heifers to graze. Looking to make this a
longer term relationship with a formal agreement. Would consider a weight gain based grazing
agreement otherwise a market based weekly rate.

Contact: Gavin McLachlan on 06 372 5895
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You need to laugh…
For Sale – only been used for three weeks. Going for a song … perhaps “Swing Low Swett Chariot”
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